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Trailor Accessories
Remembering what to bring when you trailer your horse can be an overwhelming task.
There are a number of essentials to keep in mind that will make your journey run much
smoother should you have them at hand. To ensure that you are well prepared for your
trip and have all the necessities, create a checklist before you leave and always double
check that everything is in your trailer. Here are our top three essentials that we
suggest you include on your trip –
Haybags – Nothing will make your trip more difficult than a hungry horse. Hay bags
are a must for any traveling equine. Easily hung from numerous places including the
outside of trailers, hay bags make feeding your horse on the go, simple. When
choosing a hay bag for your horse there are several features to look for. Top loading
hay bags with large openings make them easy to fill and a mesh bottom is ideal so that
dirt and debris can fall through allowing the hay to remain fresh.
Professional’s Choice carries a wide range of hay bags designed to make feeding
easy and safe for your horse.

Retractable Cones – Safety is always a number one concern when traveling with

horses and being prepared for emergencies is the best way to ensure that everyone
remains unharmed. In the event that your truck or trailer breaks down you should

always have a safety cone on hand to warn oncoming traffic.
The Professional’s Choice Retractable Cone is the latest evolution of the standard
safety cone. Made of lightweight nylon and completely retractable, these cones not
only are perfect for storage but also have the unique feature of adjustable height. This
way they can be made smaller for arena use and larger for roadside situations that
require heightened visibility.

Door Caddies – When you have to carry a large number of things in a small space,

organization is key. Door caddies are the best way to maintain a sense of order in your
tiny trailer tack room. They come in a wide range of colors and sizes to suit you,
providing places to store your brushes and bottles and even featuring the occasional
cup holder.
Professional’s Choice offers a number of door caddies to fit your trailering needs.
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